Every uniformly continuously differentiable function on the compact set X in the complex plane is the uniform limit of rational functions with poles off X.
The usual hypotheses of Runge 's theorem demand that the function /, to be approximated, have an analytic extension to a neighborhood of the set X on which the approximation is to take place. Our result only places conditions on / on X itself, and implies the usual form of Runge 's theorem.
Definition. On a compact set X in the complex plane C, a continuous complex-valued function / is said to be continuously uniformly differentiable fiw')-fiw) ,
-;-/ (z) < 6.
Let RÍX) denote the uniform closure on X of the rational functions with poles off X.
Theorem. DUCix) Ç RÍX).
Proof. We first observe that from (1) 
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